Translation
as aTesting
Ground

No diagnoses
I usually work in public space and usually spend some time in the giY=
city to prepare the project. This means many different strategies of
working with myself, which in effect lead to an attempt to recognise
the city as well as my role in it as an artist, a guest, but also a worker.
Perhaps "recognition"

Joanna Rajkowska
Artist oj tbe Project in Konya

is not the best word here, because my projects

=

usually situations that only provoke, and bring about such a recogni .
It is a rather tedious work on building a sort of mechanism

that will

allow people to experience their city in a new way. I try not to "rnake
diagnoses" but rather provoke and collect various kinds of experiences,
even if I don't know where they will eventuaUy lead me. While in Ko~_
I listened to a lot of musie - opera musie in particular

- both Turkish

European. I walked around the nearby hills, discovering the inscrip :
the army puts on them; I visited the university, listening to what Yasi::
Aktay, a sociology professor, had to say. I wandered around Konya's
various neighbourhoods
is important

on a bike and around the city in a renred car,

to be able to observe various social rituals. Starting wich

simplest ones: how people address each orher, how they form a crowć,
how they pray, relax, how they treat public space and how they rnanage
In Konya, I wanted to understand

why it happens, what are the poli .

and cultural reasons of certain forms of public behaviour. Why Atatii:±
portraits

hang everywhere, why the Latin alphabet is used, and why

there are stray dogs in the streets. I was a "parachutist,'
everything from the start. In Europe, I can sometimes
underpinned

by instinctive

having to learz,
afford ignorance

sympathy. In Konya, I couldn't ignore me

element of knowledge. I felt like a social worker, and that in the spectfc
atmosphere

ofKonya,

intellectual work would be more comprehensiłse

and more effective than any visual gesture, however spectacular.

Don't chew bubble gum after dark
My length of stay affected very significant!y my perception

of the cirr;

I spent about rwo months in Konya, with some breaks in-berween. ~
beginnings were difficult, because the experience of public space in a
post-communist

country or in Western Europe is completely differenr,

Towards the end, I starte d soaking it in, losing both my distance and
my sense ofbeing

a stranger. I was horrified.

I still hadn't come up "i

any projecr. But perhaps that was precisely what it was all about - aboc;
crossing the barrier of strangeness.
side of, ler's call it, transparency,

Only when I had found myself on

did I start thinking more freely. Here's

an excerpt from my diary: "Thursday,

8 October 2010. I'm finishing. I

still have one big hole in the place for Turkish shamanism,
means I should be going in that direction.

though. TIm

But how? I don't want to
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sculptures with bubble gum chewed in the night to evoke the "Turkish
dead," That was because of a superstition
remembered:

one of my Turkish friends had

"Don't chew bubble gum after dark because then you chew

on the flesh of dead people,"

On the language as atesting

ground

To this day, I have no elear vision of the city. I work in a way that is
relatively not very "visual," Often it is only the architects and engineers
who have to imagine how my project willlook like. I only have a certain
intuition, which is folIowed by a concept, rhat is, a conceptual mechanism
Walter Benjamin in Konya.
2010. Photos: Murat Aksu
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Eighry-nine years afrer
bc:ing wrirren, Die Aufgabe
des Uberserzers (The Task
of rhe Translator) by Walter
Benjarnin Is translared
imo Ottoman Turkish as a
part of che projecc Walter
Benjamin in Konya, 2010.
Phoro: Begurn Saym

that is supposed to rrigger off th ar in the intuition in others.

The frequency of my trips around the city was high; afrer a rnonth or
so, I already knew that Konya is a difficulr city, that it lacks the grace of
Mardin, the sexiness of Istanbul, that it's flar as a pancake and, 90 percen::
of ir, consists of sprawiing aparrmem block estates. That forced me to
undertake "excursions" of a differem kind - inrellectual ones.

The tradition

ofRumi's reachings and his writings proved one of the

rreasures of the place for me. I was taken with the rnanuscripts, which
spoke of rhings as familiar to us as the best examples of20th century
European literature. The visual aspect was fascinating as well. Text
was treated here like a drawing or omamem,
on composition,

with an intense focus

the directions and energies of script. Ar some point

I realised th ar my Turkish friends were Ieft ro rhe visuality of those
wrirings just as I was, that rhey didn't understand

what they said, that, in

the land of text, they we re like visitors from another plan er. The lack of
realistic figurarion was an important

aspect of those texts. Every atrernpt

to introduce it created a dissonance.

Reflecring on textual culture, just like listening to Turkish musie, led
me to the same conclusions: important
this case, realisric representations

elernents ofEuropean

culrure - in

of rhe material world or the human

figure, tonal systerns, or even the very idea of opera - have, in a way,
remained alien to this culture. Abour rhe visual aspect, I can speak with
fuli responsibility;

about the musical one, it's based on the opinions of

rnusicologists and musicians.
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Language,

in tum, which proved my main testing ground,

be an extremely

complex cultural and political

hand, I felt horrified

by the fact that al! of the pre-1928

had to be translated

to be comprehensible.

elitist and inaccessible

Ottoman

Turkish

citizen. I asked myself a question,
Benjamin,

about what happened

changed,

On the other, I realised how

stemming

directly from reading Walter

with meaning when rhe alphabet

form. How did the shape of the Ietter, the rhythm
of the connections

influence
building

associations?

had

new, unfarniliar
of punctuation,

visual
the

between letters and words, how did al! that

the process of comprehending,
What happened

culture, when a linguistic

textual culture

was for the ernpire's average

when the word had received a completely

specificity

turned out to

research area. On the one

revolution

understanding

meanings,

with the Turkish

language,

and
and

had been decreed? What happened

wit h the whole sphere of visual culture, the culture of the written word?
The idea of translation

became crucial to me in my efforts to understand

Turkey. That is why I decided to repeat the gesture, but backwards
translate

de ad Ottoman

Turkish

The idea stemmed
revolution,

- to

1923 The Task ofthe Translator into the now-

Walter Benjamin's

and rhus, in a way, to reverse the course ofhistory.

not so much from my criticism of the idea of linguistic

but from a desire to realise what happened

with the Turkish

language after 1928. The figure ofBenjamin

accompanied

me at al! times.

Let me quote a dream I had on the Saturday,

10 Ocrober.

"A dream again.

Walter Benjamin

in Portbou.

I was Walter Benjamin,

horrified,

under a

church floor. On the wal! was a tiny, narrow crack, oval, kidney-shaped.
A man kneeling

in the church, with the others, was somehow,

I don't

know how, able to bow his head so low he leaned below the floor level,
his mouth appearing

in the crack, upside down, whispering

word after word. An image engraved in memory:
position

instructions:

rhe mouth, which in this

always looks as if smiling. After that, only pangs of fear,"

I don' t speak Turkish
Language as a means of communication
my process of"studying"
both as an inforrnation
language

is usual!y not so important

medium

and as the actual working materia!. The

barrier resulted in many strange mistakes and ambiguities.

to ask many questions.
What is your attitude

in

a place. This time, however, it proved crucial:

Those questions

I had

were of a rather complex nature:

towards the Ottoman

Turkish

language? Would

you like to speak it? You can'r read pre-1928 poetry or archives - does
that leave you with a sense ofloss? The ambiguous
obstacle in trying to understand
Ottoman

Turkish

of contemporary
ais o important.

in particular,
Turkish,

answers I got were an

the role of the Turkish

language,

and

in culture. On the other hand, the sound

its natural melody, how it's pronounced

There are languages

that, while functioning

were

very close
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to each other - such as Arabie and Hebrew - have a completely differear
texture and different melody. This is a result ofhow the given langu~
has developed over time. rf a language develops eontinuously, organiCL!
for hundreds of years, it acquires a completely different "sound," To hear
that, I didn't need to understand.
contemporary

At least that's what I thought. To me.

Turkish belongs to those "organie" languages.

The task of the translator
There is more nostalgia than admonishment

in the idea. I wanted no

so mueh to teaeh lessons based on Benjamin as to ask a few questions
I myself didn't have the answers to, as well as to fantasise that the ten

y:-

was available in 1920s' Turkey, and thar it was re ad and understood.

gesturę of restoring the text to its place at the Yusuf Aga Library in Ko -t,
was one of the most important

ones for me in this projeet.

In the essay, Benjamin suggests that the translator's

task is almost

messianie, that his aim is to aehieve a "pure language" (reine Sprache)
through the translation.

Benjarnin's linguistie theology assumed thar

language not so much eonveys meanings as contains them in itself, thz;
meanings are irnrnanent to it. A language that is nothing but a sernan medium is impure, degenerate. Pure language, in tum, is a medium
that guarantees eonneetion with God and the world of objeets. The
translator's

task is to reclaim this miraeulous property oflanguage.

Did Ataturk aehieve that? I wondered about that, too. Did the
cleansing of language, and getting it rid of Persian and Arabie influen=
during the seeond stage of rhe revolution mean reinvesting it with di6
power ... ? For sure there happened something that Benjarnin deseribe:s
as an incompatibility

between the form oflanguage

=.

(in translation)

irs meaning. The language of rhe original prorecrs, and even shapes,
meaning, just as the skin of a fruit prorects its tJesh. Translation is a
royal robe, roomy, full of folds and pleats, Benjamin said. An impure
language - and such are all eonremporary
incornpatibility

languages - is a language of

berween language and meaning, an ineompatibility

should be actually highlighted in translation,

that

in order preeisely to stress

the differenee, "distance," from meaning. But there is aiso the question
whether Ottoman Turkish, with its extremely complex syntax and
strueture, a language rhat was a mixture ofPersian,

Arabie and Turkish,

was a form more compatible with meaning?

People around

the pool oftext

During the proeess of realisation of the projeet, my relations with the
people ofKonya were very close. This was true for Yasin Aktay, who
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a ey figure for me, my sort of window to the city, and for all those
surrounded
~t

=

me during my stay. Those were usually friends of my

Faruk Karaarslan
afrernoons

- musicians

and musicologists.

I often spent

and evenings with them. They would play musie and cook

- food for me. I would offer Polish delie acie s to thern in return, such
sreak tartare, which they didn't like at alI.

Yasin gave me to read the text of one ofhis American
3ecame very important
-"s,.-bievous:

"Progressive

!ectures, and

to me. The title, ifI remember
Islam versus Conservative

well, was

Modernism."

~_ me, it was a less on on how in Konya, the idea of civic society is
~oping,

how self-help organisations

- n-governmental
==ocratic
~d

organisations,

successfully

play the role of

and how Islam, without

mission, is able to generate

a self-sufficient

the European

social community.

how NGOs are unable to replace all that.

Anocher chapter took place during the project's

acrual execution.

::::ere, I was facing a crowd of people whom I didn'r knowand
reacrions were hard to predict.
~e

I was entering

of the main squares, where public meetings,

::.crnonstrations

whose

the very heart of the city,
referendums

take place. Nearby is the Serafettin

and srreet

Carni Mosque and the

former town hall and, across the street, the current town hall. I knew that,
D a way, it was an intruder 's insolent gesture. You don'r sit on the floor in
::he middle of the living room when you've been invited for dinner. But,
i:::J my view, that there were no alternatives

and language

in Turkish culture. It was for that centrality

is a central issue

that I wanted to find a spatial

equivalent,

A Jewish philosopher in Anatolia
I also knew that for people in Konya to embrace
be provoked

or patronised.

where only in the las t subplot some perverse
are hidden.
philosopher,

the project, they couldn't

I decided to create a sort of story within story,
meanings

and painful irony

I was facing a difficult task - to convince them that a Jewish
rejected in his time by Europe, had something

to rell them - about their language,

to accept all that from a post-communist
by the suspicious

British Council,

artist (a wornan l), parachuted

a branch of the form er empire, in the

name of Turkey's future access to the European
of the mission was a problem

important

history, and identity, And they had

Union. The perversity

for me. The irony was that the Benjamin

text, in a way, reversed the course of history and asked difficult questions
about Europeisation,

Latinisation,

identity, The most moving moment
during the project's opening.

cultural "translation"

and, finally,

for me was the gesture of an old man

He starte d walking around the text field
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and reciting out lo ud in Ottoman. For me, it was the city's response: a
gesture of acceptance and taking the project over as their own now. The
text became more important than al! the political disputes preceding the
realisation. Because, with Benjamin in Konya, the political aspects of the
use of that particular language and alphabet had, for a long time, defined
the project's nature.

How political?
The Arabie alphabet is often associated with the Koran and in nonArabie speaking soeieties, any text written in this alphabet ean have hol}'
connotations.

The very instance of using the Ottoman Turkish language.

and the Perso-Arabie seript that goes with it, can be interpreted

as a

politieal gesture and religious statement. It can be pereeived to mean
anti-republican

views, conservatism, religious orthodoxy, and opposition

to al! pro-modernisation

ar pro- European reforms. When we applied

for permission to realise the projeet, suspicions of political provoeation
arose. A famous, and obviously wel!-engraved in the publie eonsciousness,
photograph

from 1980, the time of the mili tary eoup, was remembered.

The photo, taken in Konya and published by al! the newspapers at the
time, shows a crowd demonstrating

with a banner featuring a text in

Arabie. Some say the photo became a pretext for the mili tary, which
deeided that it was time to intervene in the faee of growing eonfrontation..
Some people in Konya thought my project was an attempt to reinforee IDe
city's image as eonservative and somewhat anaehronistie.

On the other

hand, during the aetual realisation, the Proteetion Board wanted to make
sure that no aesthetic outrage would take plaee. Then the projeet started
living its own quiet life. I remember a woman putting her hands in the
water to feel the surfaee of the text.

I felt a quiet sense of joy that the text of a philosopher very important
to me was embraeed in this way, beeause it is, indeed, one of the most
iconie texts about language that has ever been written.

The public space as Eden
lunderstand

from pub lic spaee in Konya, the publie aspeet of common

space. Perhaps I will start with ehe aspeet of authority: power. Public
space is always a sphere of strict political contro!' In Turkey, I felt very
eertain that my projeet would be subjeet to serutiny of two kinds of
authority - secular and religious - that it would be a problem for both.
And that, unfortunately, proved true. It is a space that is fulI of tension.
Any otherness is very noticeable in Konya; it is stud ied and aeeepted - or
not. People look at a stranger, earefully and closely; sometimes with a
look ofbewilderment.

I think a gesture of public otherness, provocative,
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or ostentatious,

would be rather hard to accept here.

On the other hand, I felt a profound difference in the attitude ordinary
people here have towards the public space of their city or neighbourhood.
This attitude is fundamentally
rhe post-comrnunist

different from that found in, for instance,

countries. In Konya, public space is co-opred in

many different ways. You only need to put out a plastic chair and sit on
it for space to become symbolically someone's: personal, named and
familiar. This is a very naturai process. In Poland, unfortunately,

this is

impossible. In Konya, the spaces around mosques are paradise gardens in
miniature, al most like exemplary models of public space, given, of course,
all the cultural restrictions and prohibitions

that are in effect there. From

my diary: "Monday, 5 October. I am walking around the area, and today
I've discovered a fragment of paradise nearby - the surroundings

of an

old mosque and around it a park, benches, fountains, flowers, lawns. Ali
of that organically undulating in sof t lines, growing out of each other.
Architecture

smoothly giving way to greenery, greenery to water," What

more should you want from public space if it is modelled upon Eden?
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Die Aufgabe des Ubersetzers / Cevirmenin Gorevi
Miitercirnin Vazifesi / ci-.? \S""~
s*

"Nirgends

erweist sich einem Kunstwerk

Kunstform

gegeniiber

Aufnehmenden

die Rucksicht

fur deren Erkenntnis

Nicht genug, da/S jede Beziehung
Publikum

oder einer

auf den
fruchtbar.

auf ein bestimmtes

oder dessen Reprasentanten

vom Wege abfuhrr, isr

sogar der Begriff eines "idealen" Aufnehmenden
kunsttheoretischen
lediglich gehalten
iiberhaupt

Erórterungen

in allen

vom Ubel, weil diese

sind, Dasein und Wesen des Menschen

vorauszusetzen.

So setzt auch die Kunst selbst

dessen leibliches

und geisriges Wesen voraus - seine

Aufmerksamkeit

aber in keinem ihrer Werke. Denn kein

Gedicht gilt dem Leser, kein Bild dem Beschauer,
Symphonie

"Bir

keine

der Horerschaft,"

sanat eserini veya bir sanat bicimini degerlendirirken

ahrnlayicryi

goz ónune almarun hiębir yaran yoktur.

Belli bir alimlayicr kitlesine veya bu kitlenin
yapilacak

her gondermę

yoldan saptinr:

temsilcilerine

"ideał" ahmlayici

kavrarru ise, bunun da ótesinde, sirf bir insan varolusu ve
ozu varsaymak
tarnsrnalan

durumunda

aęrsindan

kaldiklan

sakmcahdir.

icin biitiin teorik sanat

Sanann kendisi de insarun

maddi ve tinsel ózunu kosul sayar, gelgelelim
eseri onun dikkatini,

gosterecegi

~iir okur icin yazrlmarms,

hicbir sanat

tepkiyi kosul saymaz. Hiębir

hiębir resim bakan icin yapilrnarrus,

hiębir senfoni dinleyici icin bestelenrnernisrir,"
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"Bir

san'at eserini yahud bir san'at tarzim tedkik ve takdir

ederken

karii nazar-l dikkate ałmarun hicbir faidesi YOktUL

Muayyen bir kari kitlesine yahud bu kitlenin

temsilcilerine

yapilacak

"miikemrnel"

her anfbizi

kari mefhumu

saded haricine cikanr:

ise, bunun da orcsinde,

ve essencc'i farz etrnek zaruretinde
san'at rnunakasalan

srrf bir insan existence

kaldigi ięin butun nazad

nokta-i nazanndan

mahzurludur.

San'atin kendisi de insarun maddi ve ruhi cevherini
eder; ne var ki hiębir san'at eseri onun dikkatini,
aksiilameli

~art addetmez.

hiębir resim temasśger

prt kabul

gósterecegi

Hicbir siir kari icin yazilrnarrus,

ięin yapilrnarms,

hicbir senfoni sami'

icin bestelenmernistir,"

~
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"Quotations are from che book Die Aufgabe des
Obersetzers by Joanna Rajkowska. "The Task of che
Translator" was originally published in: Charles
Baudelaire, Tableaux Parisiens: Deutsche Ubertragung
mit einem Vorwort iiber die Aufgabe des Uberseteers,
von WaLter Benjamin, Suhrkamp verlag, 1923.
Translared from German to Turkish by Orhan Kihc
Turkish rranslation rewritren in [he Turkish of 1928
by Besir Ayvazoglu & Yiicel Demirel
Transliteratjon into Ortoman Turkish by Yiice1
Demirel

Joanna
Rajkawska
(Collision
Course
ot Mind
Matter)
Selected
Notes on
the Artist

Some basie facts, Let us outline some basie facts: Joanna Rajkows
was bom in 1968 in Bydgoszcz in northern
objects, films, installations,

actions and interventions

currently

lives and works in London.

Painting

at the Cracow Academy

Nowosielski,
Universiry
Paszport

Berween 1988 and 1993, she

of Fine Arts under Professor Jerzy

Polityki award for "unusual projects in public space, for r
In 2010, she received the Grand Prize of

Kultury for ourstanding

Earlyworks.

achievements

in the body's entanglement

of capitalistic

produetlon

the period is Satisfaction

in the processes

and consumption.
Guaranteed

Curator, Nominator
for tbe My City Project

interest i.::
and mec - -

Her best-known

work E

(2000), an industrially-rnanuf

series of canned drinks that, according

to the notice on the can, co

the artist's DNA.

Recent works

Cichocki

in the field of culnrre,

Rajkowska's early works were a result ofher

corporeality,

(publie

space). Joanna Rajkowska's

projects - GreetingsJromJerusalemAvenue
Sebastian

at Jagie

In 2007, she received the highly prestigious

out to the city wanderer,"
Fundacja

=

in public sp=

while at the same time srudying Art History
(1987-1992).

-

Poland. She is the auth

(2006-2007)

- were social sculptures

installed

Warsaw. In both cases, the objects "planted"

making social observations,
grassroots

initiatives,

in the urban tissue (in

tal king about trauma)

or ideologicaIly

from a Palestinian

a workshop

tensions,

the difficulties

as evidenced

-

=-

Ianguage"

of a smalI Swedish town

to build an artificial

practice deals with ideological

Rajkowska

refugee camp in]

on "abandoning

or with the residents

Urneś (where she tried, unsuccessfully,

of assirnilation,

- -

charged place, or

group of people. For instance,

has worked with a gro up ofboys
in the West Bank (conducting

gener

on the past and memory o ::z

projects are usuaIly based on workizsrz;

relation wirh a specific, historicaIly
or stigmatised

in the second one
became a pretext -

human interactions,

as weIl as reflecring

urban public space. Rajkowska's

a marginalised

equiprnent)

stimulating

and Oxyg~

in the public space of

firsr case, a palm tree, ali en to the Polish landscape;
arrificial pond with ozone-generating

most acclaimed ;

(2002-2009)

aggression

volcano).

"'=""

against the other,

by projects such as Patriazź:

Literature

(2006, copies of anti-Serniric

bookstore,

printed

a fictional

refugee shelter created in a smalI village in Saxony, Gerrnany

in "mirror image"),

publications

bought in a ch=

The Uhyst ReJugee Asylum (200s,

or Cruising around War Island (2004, a "leisure" cruise for the residenrs
ofBelgrade

aimed at trying to at least temporarily

the posr-Yugoslav

wars).

"filter" the memory

-
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Greetings from Jerusalem
Avenue (2002-2009).
Phoro: Joanna Rajkowska

1
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The interpretative

conrext,

The public reception of Rajkowska's

projects has been closely connected with the socio-political

changes

ta king place in Poland since 1989, which have provoked intense debates
on issues such as the appropriation

of public space, the marginalisation

of ethnic or sexual minorities, or the Catholic Church's dominant say
on ethical issues. Some of Rajkowska's projects remain unrealised to
this day, becoming utopian postulates to overcome official objections,
common prejudices, red tape, legislative hurdles and simple distrust of
"irrational"

artistic propositions.

Since 2009, the artist has been working

on a project for Bem, $witzerland, which provides for installing a gigantic
bac that would also serve as an urn for human ashes under one of the ciry's
bridges. The same year, she began negotiations

on trans forming a disused

factory smokestack in Poznań, Poland, into a minaret as an expression
of her fascination with the Middle East, as well as a "transplantarion"
into the urban tissue of an element seemingly alien to the realities of che
predominantly

Catholic Poland.

scene no. 1: The

artist sits on what /ooks /ike a coloured stone by a

smali pond, with a church /ooming in the near distance. There are a/so peopłe
oj various ages, dogs... Scattered deckchairs and seats. It's summer.
materiał:
equipment,

pond, water lilies, ozonating and water spray-generacing
coloured stones, bad memories, extras

płace: Plac Grzybowski
title: Oxygenator
time:2006-2007
notes:

Oxygenatorwas

a trauma-dispersing

device, a whip for the bad

Central European karma. Rajkowska decided to create an artificial poru:
in the centre ofWarsaw, a place veiled in mis t and fulI of ozone. News
about it spread rapidly. The pond became a favourite hang-out spor for
Varsovians, especially elderly ones. The location was special: in the close
viciniry of a Catholic church, a synagogue and som e smali shops, one
of che last tiny fragments of downtown Warsaw that stil! resembles che
city from before the war. In 1940, the square became part of the gherro,
separated from the rest of the city by a wall. Today, Plac Grzybowski is
cightly surrounded

by modern high-rises and anonymous, badly ageing

post-war apartrnent
with her intervention

blocks. The place that Rajkowska had "reacrivared"
was supposed to function according to its own

rules: as a deviation from the urban order, a crack in which you can
hide away from big city noise, transience, and bad memories. Whac was
important

for Rajkowska was the place's history, the presence there

ideological conflicts, martyrology, "bad air," obscurantist
che distribution

of anri-Sernitic publications

0=

Carholicisra,

in che nearby church, anc.

che erosion of community relations; puc shortly, che old-age diseases

-
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=e urban tissue. The pond's purpose was to de-traurnatise

'\hat

rhe historicalIy

place - if not to heal it, then at least to soothe its woes.

_cumbered

matters for the artist is the aspect ofbreathing

- air is filtrared by

zreath and released purified, in a way. The act ofbreathing

in and out

.caUy connects the human body with the city, becoming a biologicał
errension of urbanistic

structures and, at the same time, the place where

::s "toxic deposits" accumulate.
~aps
.

Oxygenator was welI received, more so

by the casual, non gaUery-going crowd than by the sceptical

iders (apparently

alarmed by the project's sliding into the abyss of

social work). Despite the great enthusiasm
culrure and media personalities,

oflocal residents, activists or

the city chose not to alIow the project

co continue. Oxygenator did not prove as fortunarę as artistic projects
such as Alan Sonfist's Time Landscape, which New Yorkers stood up for
before it was too late, eagerly preserving a fragment of wild nature in the
middle of Lower Manhattan.

The new zoning plan for Plac Grzybowski,

me ant as an alternative for the "rustic," "under-designed"

Oxygenator,

rumed the place into yet another anonymous,

public square

of a moderately

impersonal

wealthy European city. Meanwhile, Rajkowska's project

had become a legend - a reminder of a temporary

suspension of the big

ciry's playing rules. In winter 2010, a modest outdoor event took place
całled Oxygenator - a Farewell Party. A short text that I had written for
Rajkowska earlier was re ad out in the biting frost, It is an "institutional
fairy rale" about an urban pond that unexpectedly

materialised

in

Warsaw. I aUow myself to quote a short fragment here. We decided with
Rajkowska that the best way to eonfront the project's history was through
lirerary fiction:
"Step by step (and not suddenly, as some say), in a manner that can
doubtless be calIed miraculous,

a pond appeared right in the rniddle of

the city. It was smalI but deep, and its murky waters bubbled laziły. I use
rhe word 'rniracle' Iiterally, meaning a paranormai
than metaphorically,
inventiveness

phenomenon,

to denote an unusual manifestation

rather

ofhuman

or a rare colIective deed that the residents, usualIy divided,

managed to pull off. Speaking of a 'rniracle' I mean bloody stigmata,
resurrected

dead, and bearded old men levitating in the air. The pond

belonged precisely to that category, things peculiar and mysterious.
One day, it simply opened up. Not aU at once, of course. First, there was
a rupture. It grew wider slowly, almost imperceptibly.
occurred on the night of 12 March. Severallocal

A breakthrough

residents heard a lo ud

thud and then a dulI grate and a splash. In the morning, the eręvice was
already filIed with brownish water. As the pond grew wider, the water
became clearer and the bortom, fulI of sharp edges and faults, became
visible. In the end, it assumed its final shape. Some say that from above it
resembled the profile of rhe then Antipope,

Gregory XVIII, who had held
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Oxygenator, Plac Grzybowski,
Warsaw, (2006-2007).
Photo by: Marek Szczepanski
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office in Rotterdam

for just two months before he was assassinated by a

Polis h immigrant. Whatever the case, the locals got used to the presence
of the unexpected arrival surprisingly quickly.

"It was pleasant and blissful. The water surface bubbled from time to
time and a delicate rose-tinted mis t hung over the pond. It had a weak
but pleasant smell of roses. More and more people spent their free time
by the pond, spending hours on the shore. People enjoyed the sunshine,
exceptionally strong for the time of year, seniors set up folding chairs and
sipped tea from thermos flasks. Children were brought, who threw stones
and coins into the water. Only animals were distrustful - dogs bristled
and barked, never moving too close to the water, birds never took rest on
the shore,'
It is hard to believe today, but no one was really interested in how
the pond had come to be where it was or tried to explain its curious
properties. That its presence was not entirely neutral became elear
shortly after its unexpected "ernergence ' Perhaps it was just a sequence
of - how very unusual-

coincidences, or perhaps some of the residents

just yearned too much for the pond's presence to produce some rnysti
consequences?

scene no. 2:
roundabout
materiał:

The artist tends to an artificial palm tree in a busy

right in the middle oj a CentralEuropean

city.

an artificial date palm (Phoenix Canariensis),

ideologie s of

various provenance, numerous extras
płace: a traffic island in the middle ofRondo

de Gaulle'a, Warsaw

title: Greetings from Jerusalem Avenue
time: since 2002
notes: The palm tree installed in the roundabout
of Aleje Jerozolimskie

at the intersection

and Nowy Świat Street in Warsaw is probably

the best - known public space art project realised in Poland after
1989. The process of its "adoption"

by the public took several years,

ultimately becoming an alternative urban moment, a focus point for
civic disobedience,
(particularly

a national predilection

for the absurd and grotesqu;:

at moments of great pomposity

and pathos), as well as

the young generation's burning desire to end once and for all with the
martyrological

clichćs that bind public monuments

and pained aesthetics. The palm is a monument.

to coarse, exagg

It was born in the

head following her trip to Israel. It stands in a place where a large Je
community lived before the war. Aleje Jerozolimskie!
For decades the name remained transparent,
connotations.

(Jerusalem A,

devoid of any historical

The artist said in an interview with Artur Żmijewski:

"I miss the diversity of tharworld.

I miss the Jews, whose absence

presence is elearly reflecred in the name of the street, Not some tiny
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assimilated group. I miss people different in the fuli sense of the word,
demonstrating

their difference without embarrassment

but also wirhout

aggression. I miss Arabs and Africans in the same way. I miss the energy
of immigrants, people who decide to leave everything behind them and
start a new life, their anxiety and power. .. Poland is hopeless in this
regard. A white, Catholic society with standard forms of behaviour and
standard views. I find terrible this silent consensus, rhis 'normalness' ...
Poland is a ghetto in so many respects that sometirnes it's suffocating.
So I erect a tree and I treat it as an element of communication
people, non-verbal and non-intellecrual
people to 'undersrand'

communication.

berween

I don't want

each other. I guess it's impossible. I simply want

them to be next to each other. Under the palm tree,"
Besides the palm as something

that signais crucial deficits, there is

also the palm as a designate of a new urban reality. It is an alternative
public monument

whose nonchalant

well by groups that are marginalised,

nature is understood

perfectly

excluded or simply on the "wrong"

side of the official political order. These can be nurses on strike (who,
during wage-related

protests in 2007, decerared the palm with a nurse's

bonnet), the Green Party or LGBT activists. Rajkowska has kept alive
this unique monument
to-control

that also seems a tribute to the chaoric, hard-

and -diagnose, Central European metropolis.

The palm is a

praise of diversity and cultural instability. Warsaw - a typical bastard of
the Central European socio-political
expanding and atrophying,

and economic transformation

disintegrating

into many incompatible

fragments. Centuries of atternpts to unify the city's architecture
proved futile. Fragments of uncompleted
forming a dizzying amalgamate

- is
urban

have

urbanistic projects interlock,

of styles and mistakes in urban meta-

planning. New creations appear in the niches - grassroots initiatives,
untypical transformations,
appropriations.

"paratroop-drop"

architectural

solutions and

The artist points to black holes: in urban planning, the

collective conscience, the legal system. Her palm tree is illegal and yet it
has been standing for close to a decade now right in very centre of the
city. It is also absurd and groresque, Joanna Rajkowska contradicts
Polish pride, stifles the martyrological

the

spirit, although she fights against

amnesia. The palm tree in Rondo de Gaulle'a is a srriking example of that.

scene no. 3:

The artist photographs a pack oj dogs in an old Muslim

cemetery, a leaden sky, a drizzle.
materiał: dogs, graves, humidity, text
place: Uskudar, Turkey
notes:

In 2009, I was working with Rajkowska for a project for the city

ofKonya in Central Anatolia, Turkey. We often took walks around
Istanbul together. And it was during one of those walks that the work was
created. We were wandering

around the Asian side, in the neighbourhood
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of Uskudar,

that which once used to serve as rhe municipal

bunch of dogs resting on the graves caught our attention.
at home there, sleeping, lolling about in comfortably

cemetery.

A

The dogs felr

lined niches, filling

the cold and wet stone grave frames with their bodies, seemingly warming
rhern up. The gravestones
themselves

looked like "living unirs" for dogs. The dogs

were tirnid, wary and wild. They wouldn't

They ignored our presence
Rajkowska

returned

and a few mornents

come when called.

later they disappeared.

to the same place on the next day bur the dogs were

gone. During our stay in Turkey, we heard many versions of rhe story
about how the people ofistanbul

"deported"

the city's stray dogs to one

of the Prince's Islands and abour the earthquake
with for that. The more questions
apar

t

into - often contradictory

her photographs

they were punished

we asked, the more the legend feli
- versions. Rajkowska

of the dogs of Uskudar:

said later about

"They serve as a reminder

of

the exclusion of animals from society, as well as of the power of both
estrangement

and attachment

between

animals and humans." A year later

I wrote a text, a short story that was inspired by our visit to the Uskiidar
cernetery

and the dog stories we had heard in Turkey. I wrote it so that

it became a sort of"exhibition

on paper," where works of joseph Beuys

or Richard Long would be smuggled.
fictional

text and Rajkowska's

Some tirne ago we decided that the

photographic

place. They are the same story, a variation
and obsessions.
published.
displayed

series should meet in one
of certain common

Early in 2011, a book alluding

experiences

to those experiences

was

Here is a short excerpt from it, about a stuffed dog that was
in the window of a haberdashery

"A dog like a dog. Nothing

shop somewhere

speciał, no purebred,

in Uskiidar:

just an ordinary

street

mutro Ir's stuffed, with glass beads for eyes, looks as if it was about to
bite you - fangs bared, ears flar, it's all kind of rense, The dog stands on
its hind legs, a piece of wire stuck up its ass to suppon
important

it. Bur the most

thing is that it's dressed like a soldier! A soldier's cap, a neatly

ironed uniform,

even boots made ofleather,

decent ones. Ali of ir tiny,

of course, like for a midget. I think what people like about it the most is
that it looks as if prepared

for the drill, and angry, as if it was ready for

war. Kids laugh when they see it. The uniform was tailor-rnade
probably

to advertise

her shop. She probably

now, she's old, doesn't recognise
everything
probably

in her notebook.

her own children,

it

has to keep record of

The dog is a bit dusty, its head is balding,

some worms have eaten the fur away. But it stil! stands there

and it'Il probably
General,

by Ay~e,

doesri't even remember

remain so. Kids running

past the shop cali, "Generał,

tell us who your death is!"

scene no. 4: The

artist slips a smali booklet between the volumes at the

Yusuf Aga Library in Konya.
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materiał: book, water, marble, serni-documentary,

photography,

wallpaper / drawing
place: Konya, Turkey
year:2010
notes: Looking at the impressive sculptureJoanna

Rajkowska has

installed in one of the main public squares in Konya, where swirling water
caresses text etched in marble slabs, I am reminded ofRobert

Srnithson's

smali pencii drawing called A Heap oj Language. It was made in 1966
on a sheet of graph paper and shows a thicket ofhandwritten
and speech-related

so on - forming the titular heap, As Srnirhson's commentators
vision oflanguage

language

words - phraseology, verb, Babel, slip of tongue and
nore, his

was a geological one; words, Srnithson believed, bank

up, forming piles and heaps, like gravel, slate or sand. Language erodes,
undergoing similar proce sses as geological formations. Srnithson wrote
of similarities between working on material (drilIing, hacking off the
successive layers, analysis of chemical composition)

and working on

language. He wrote: "Words and rocks contain a language that follows a
syntax of splits and ruptures. Look at any 'word' long enough and you will
see it open into a series of faults, into a terrain of particles each containing
its own void," At the same time, we should note how Smithsen stressed
the irnportance

of exploring material at a time when conceptualists

strove to ultimately dematerialise

the work of art. The artist said in

interview with Patricia Norvell: "I think that conceptual art that depends
completely on written data is only half the story. You not only have to
deal with the min d, you have to deal with materia!... There's no escape
from matter. I mean, there's no escape from the physical. Nor is there
any escape from the mind. The two are, I guess, on a eonstanc collision
course. 50 that you might say that my work is like an artistic disaster ... It's
a kind of quiet catastrophe
the possible interpretations

of mind and rnatter," These words offer one of
of Benjamin

in Konya, Rajkowska's Turkish

project (or perhaps her orher recent projects as well, where language and
land served as a conceptual basis for working with local communities.)
interpretation
catastrophe

An

according to which the work can be described as a "quiet
oflanguage." After several study trips to Central Anatolia,

Rajkowska decided to translate Walter Benjarnin's essay The Task oJthe
Translator (Die AuJkabe des Ubersetzersy into Ottoman Turkish. The text
was published for the first time in 1923, that is, precisely the year when
the modern Turkish Republic was proclaimed.

This temporai coincidence

is crucial for the artist. Here a whole stare gets "translated:"
alphabet and syntax becoming hostage to modernisation
their victim but aiso a reliable instrument

language,

processes -

of change. The essay itself

is a sum total of Benjamin's reflections on the purpose of translation,
which is to regain the divine essence oflanguage,

the ability to truly
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"narne rhings," This ability was lost once and for all in the shadow of the
crumbling Babel Tower (Ier's remember
point - the chaotic, disorganised

the "heap oflanguage"

geological-linguistic

at this

formation),

and

man has since become stuck in incomplete language, unable to name
things and thus lacking a real connection

with the world. Ler's quote

the Smithson's reflection once again: language can be annihilated,
corrode, disintegrate

can

into tiny fragments, can be sto red like waste in a big-

city waste heap. Language can degrade. What happened

with Ottoman

Turkish vividly resembles geological processes, further accelerated by
laboratory-applied

formulas - a political-cultural

the metamorphosis

could proceed at an unnaturally

configuration

in which

fas t pace. Using a

sample of research material-

the Benjamin essay - Rajkowska analyses

the irnpact the 1928language

reform decreed by Mustafa Kemal Atatiirk

had on the Turkish language (and thus on Turkish sociery as a whole,
its "identity continuity").

The Perso-Arabie

script was abandoned;

then

Turkish was gradually "weeded" of Arabie and Persian imports. The first,
natural stage of Rajkowska's Benjarnin in Konya project was, therefore, to
translate (for the first time ever) The Task oj the Translator into Ottoman
Turkish. In 2010, Rajkowska's artist's book came out wirh 500 copies,
featuring the original German text, its translations
and modern Turkish, as well as a phonetic

into Ottoman

transliteration

Turkish

of the Ottoman

version. [The publisher of Tableaux Parisiens also issued 500 copies of the
book.] Another important

component

of the project was the deposition

of one copy of the book in the Yusuf Aga Library in Konya (part of the
Mausoleum

of Rurni), which has an excellent collection ofOttoman

books. The project's third component
Library, documenting

was a film titled The Stroll to the

a fiction al visit paid by Benjamin (played here

by actor Henryk Rajfer, looking very much like the philosopher)
Anatolian

to the

city. The final, most spectacular part of the project was the

creation of a public sculpture in a square near the Serafettin Cami Mosque
and the City Hall. The sculpture has the form of a shallow basin in which
water swirls over marble plates on which a fragment of rhe Benjarnin
text has been etched in three languages: Ottoman
modern Turkish. The Ottoman

Turkish, German and

text is under water, whereas the farthesr

part emerges from the surface and runs spirally around the basin. This
final, most tangible part of the project emphasises the entropie aspect.
Both the submerged fragments of the text and those you can walk on are
doomed to be eventua!ly erased, annihilated.

Marble is a sof t materia! anć.

in a few years' time water and human feet will make sure the inscriptions
have been worn away. That is how a "collision of mind and matter"
occurs. Language is always the background
But these are not a!l of the catastrophes

of this "quiet catastrophe,"

the artist follows. Carrying our

her projects in public space, Rajkowska searches for crises, deficits, s=
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of social exhaustion: moments where art can become a catalyst of
change, stimulation, and "fever,' At the same time, her projects
serve as a critical commentary on several decades of experiences
with art in public space and community-based

art. Rajkowska

consciously refers to its failures, dead ends and the futile hop es
that we re pinned on art as it left the safe space of the museum.
This is another quiet catastrophe that the artist leans over.
Warsaw, January 2011
POL·ENG by M.W.

Tbe Stroll to the Library.
08: 1S rnin., video piece by
Joanna Rajkowska, as a
part of Walter Benjamin in
Konya,2011
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Was the
City I am
Living In
Mine?

When I received the job offer from the My City project to work as the
project assistant, I began to ask a couple questions that were triggered
in my mind by the name of the project: My City. Was the city I am
living in really mine? Or to what extent did I feellike it was mine? Did
the other people with whom I live together with in this city know that
this city also belonged to me? More importantly,
the local government

were the officials in

thinking that this city belonged to me?" When I

began to ger more detailed information

about the eontent of the project,

I thought that it, more than anything else, would shed light on these
Faruk Karaarslan

and similar questions which were occupying my mind. For this re ason I

Project Assistant Jor the

immediately

My City Project

of my professor from the Sociology department

accepted the offer which came to me through the mediation

Prof. Dr. Yasin Aktay. It was also important

at Selcuk University,

for me that I was going to

seek answers to the questions that the project triggered within an artist.
This was offering a chance for me to add to the things I would learn from
an artist (with whom I would have the opportunity

to work with for an

extended period) to the knowledge that I had accumulated

over five

years of education in sociology. This was going to help me to structure
in my mind the relations among cities, arts and people in a much clearer
manner. Best of all, these things that were go ing to contribute to my
personal development

were in accord with the aims of the project.

As I heard more about the project, I learned that an artist Joanna
Rajkowska, who is Polish and lives in Warsaw, was going to come to
Konya. This information

excited me even further because I had just

returned four months prior from Warsaw where I had spent six months as
a student and I had already begun to miss my time there. At this juncture,
it was very meaningful for me that I was go ing to assist an artist from
Warsaw for a project in the city in which I was living. While on the one
hand I would find the opportunity

to talk and ask about my impressions

ofWarsaw and other cities in Poland, on the other I would be able to he ar
Joanna's impressions on Konya at length and discuss my own with her. In
this way we were going to share our experiences on these two cities that
we knew and would find the chance to compare an Eastern European
city with a Turkish city. Perhaps there were many reasons as to why the
position was offered to me. The most important

among these must be

that I am from Konya, have been living in the city for twenty years, and
have a good grasp of its history, culture, spaces, and the mentality of the
local government.

I had systematised al! of the knowledge that stems

from experience through my graduate and undergraduate
sociology and I have a sufficient command ofEnglish.

education in

These must have

been influential as well. The fact that they had searched for an assistant
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who is a local and has studied sociology shows thar they take the project
very seriously. This kind of thoughtfulness

and the significance of the

project further excited me. At this point the only question that remained
on my mind was what was the artist who was go ing to come to Konya
like?
When one thinks of an artist, especially one who is nationally
renowned, the firsr thing that comes to mind is their fastidiousness.
Professionally they are bound not to like anything. You would expect
that they would be capricious and they would randornly scold the people
around thern. In this sense there is a negative perception

regarding artists'

human relations. Yet in our first meeting with joanna, none of these
negative connotations

came to my mind. From the way she dressed and

talked, she gave the impression of being a very modest person who was
trying to understand
to fully understand

the people around her. Having realised this, I tried
what her expectations

learn al! about Konya and partieularly
inhabitants

of me were. joanna wanted

she wanted to understand

how the

of Konya represenred themselves in public spaces. She was

working on "public art" and that was what she wanted to do in Konya. I
did not know much about "public art", which is a rather new field in our
country. Yer I later learned from her what it was and what it meant for
the city. joanna wanted to produce a work about public life in Konya and
she wanted this work to represent something

of the people using public

spaces. To put it more saliently, joanna wanted to include the people
living in Konya in her project and she wanted to produce something
that was going to find a place in the world of meanings of the people in
Konya, a work that would mean something
this required a thorough
the inhabitants

to them. First and foremost,

knowledge of Konya's hisrory, the ways in which

of the city were organising themselves in the pub lic space,

rhe structures of its civil society, the workings of its official institutions,
and the structure of its culture and religion. This was going to be my
role. I was go ing to be the mediator between Joanna and Konya and irs
inhabitants.
I worked with Joanna for six months and during this period we
conversed on many different issues and especially the different projects
that she was entertaining

in her rnind. We met and talked about

Konya with people from different groups and professions
representatives

of civil society organisations,

including

academics, local government

offieiais, and students. We listened to a lot ofloeal musie and ate loeal
food. Some loeal familie s hosted us in their hornes. The most memorable
among these experiences for me was joanna's astonishrnent

when she

heard the Ramadan drurns' and how for three nights we searehed for

[1] Translaror's noce: During
rhe month of Ramadan,
drummers walk through che
srreers of rhe towns and ciries
before dawn playing their
drums to wake people up 50
that they can ear before the
nexr day's fasting begins righr
at dawn
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these drummers to talk with them. We were out at rwo in the morning
trying to take pictures of the drummers. It was not only difficult to
explain to Joanna what the drummers were doing but also quite difficult
to explain to rhe drummers themselves what we we re doing. These were
the most fun moments of the project. Of course, there was also "Doggy,'
the stray dog of the "Zazadin Han," Every time we went to the Zazadin
Han to take some pictures, "Doggy" folIowed us around everywhere we
went. Joanna was very interes te d in Doggy, perhaps because it was a lame
dog. Each timeJoanna

gave it food and water it accompanied

us until we

left the Zazadin Han. When the time came for Joanna to leave Konya, she
wanted to say good-bye to Doggy and we went back to the Zazadin Han
after a couple months break. This time only the guard of the Han met
us. Doggy was not there. We learned that it was neutered and taken to a
shelter. When I told this to Joanna she was very upset. She almost burst
into tears. She was a true animallover
she could not understand
not understand

and she had kept tell ing me that

how people would abuse animals and she did

zoos. At that moment, I realised why Joanna kept visiting

the zoo in Konya and observed people's behavior towards the animals.
The process of the making of the project was fuli of moments like
this. We visited various historical sites in Konya and to ok pictures. In the
wee hours of the morning, we went to the village of Sile and made sound
recordings. We visite d Nasreddin Hodja's' tomb and read his funny short
stories. We climbed up the Takkeli Mountain to get a bird's eye view of
Konya. We rasred the traditional

food in Meram. Sometimes we had long

discussions on topics of mutual interest. In short, we fully lived every day
of the project as we tried to discover Konya together.
I guess whar Joanna was most inrerested in her stay in Konya was life
[2] Translator's nore: Nasreddin Hodja is a Sufi figure who
is believed tO have Iived during
che Middle Ages in che area. He
ls known for his satirical funny
shorr srories and anecdotes
[3] Translaror's nore: Independence TribunaIs wece stare of
emergency courrs established
to curb che opposirion during
che Anarolian war and che early
years of che Turkish Republic,
rhac is, in [he early 19205
(4] Translator's nore: Script
reform Is one af che many
reforms carried out by che
leadership of early Turkish
Republic which aimed to modemise and secularise Turkish
sociery. Wich [his reform che
usagc of che Arabie alphabet
was abandoned by law and a
new Turklsh alphaber, based
on a mcdified Larin alphaber,
was introduced

in public spaces. She was paying great attention to rhe actions and the
organisation

of people in public spaces and was trying to learn every

derail about the things that had a place in collective memory. She wanted
to fully understand

disparate events that were collectively remembered

from the impact on the society of the collapse of the Ziimriit apartment
building, the perception

of the Independence

Tribunals ' in Konya, to

political protests in the city. Among all these events that had an impact
on public life she came to be most interested in the script reform of
1928.< She was astonished to learn that we could not read and understand
the texts written before this date and hence were denied access to huge
portions of our cultural and intellectual inheritance.

She believed that

this must have resulted in gaps in our collective memory. She decided to
make a project on language. She consulted the academics in Konya on this
issue. Finally, she decided to write in various languages a quotation from
Walter Benjamin in a pool that was to be built in a central public square
in Konya.
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The project was not just about writing the text in the pooi. This project
was going to give a message to all the people using this central public
space and to the officials of the local administration.
was not a message only fromJoanna

Furthermore,

this

but from a famous philosopher.

Through the mediation of a work of art the message was going to rneer
the public. This way, though Walter Benjamin was only known to a very
few people in Konya, at least a quote by him, was go ing to be re ad by
everybody who passed by this poollocated

in the busiest square in the

city. What is the message? This message, written also with the alphabet
that we had left behind a century ago, was to emphasise the dimensions
of our estrangement

from our own language and civilisation. It was a

message emphasising the significance oflanguage.

In this sense our

project was speaking to everybody and was aimed at pointing out the
importance

oflanguage

to the public in Konya. Put differently, the

produet of our intense work with Joanna was a pool that was in harmony
with Konya's traditional

architecture, yet aiso reflecting rhe modern age.

Let me return to the questions that I had initially asked. Yes! This
city was rnine. However, in the process of rhe work that joanna and I
carried out, I came to understand

that the people with whom I lived with

in this city did not realise that this city ais o belonged to me. The car
horns that were blown in response to the srnallest mistakes, the animals
in the zoo which were incarcerated

only for people to watch, the people

who did not hesitate to throw their garbage on the streers, even spit
on the streets, streets and public buildings which were not designed to
accommodate

the circulation of the disabled, my inability to re ad texts

written a century ago in my own cultural world all pointed towards this.
Yet, this was not a problem peculiar to Konya. What I understood
our conversations

from

with Joanna is that this problem exisred in Warsaw

and London and elsewhere. Perhaps this was the problem of the modern
world. If you ask me, with this project another step was taken towards
solving this problem. It made me and the other people living in Konya
further feel that this city was ours. In this sens e, the project was trying
to establish relations with the city and the public life and the world of
thought. Most important

of all, it served to emphasise the importance

of

a bridge berween the past and the future and the central significance of
the experience ofliving together. The project took its place at the heart of
Konya as a value for the city ofKonya and its peoples. It told the people
of Konya that the city belongs to the people living in pub lic spaces and it
will continue to say this.
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Aydm Nezih Dogan
Konya Governor

Could yon please introdnce

yonrself?

I have been serving as the Konya governor since July 2009. Formerly, I
have served as the Tekirdag governor and as district governor in various
districts around Turkey, induding

one in Konya. I have been working as

a stare official for the past 26-27 years.

How did you get in contact with My City project? What did yon think it was going
to be like when yon first heard about it?

My introduction

to My City project was throughJoanna's

request for a

meeting, and her coming here. Joanna came here with her friends from
the project, and I hosted thern here in this very room. I met with her
in the morning, and on the same day, in the afternoon in rhe Mevlana
(Rumi) Cultural Centre. It was an introductory

meeting for the project.

The ideas that the artist was proposing in the meeting terrified me. Here
was an artist who was not only unfamiliar with the realities ofTurkey
and the fault lines ofTurkish

politics, but also an artist who seemed as

if she was not going to take them into serious consideration.

It was an

open meeting and many people voiced their opinions. I guess Joanna
had talked about a project that she did in Poland. She talked about the
problems that her art event in Warsaw had created. I said, "Alas, we will
face similar problems in Konya,"
Let me talk about this Warsaw project. The artist planted a certain
type of palm tree in Warsaw that grows in the Arab counties, and througr,
this, she tried to say, "Look, Israel is creating a problem in Palestinian
territories," Meanwhile, the Jews were subjected to violence by the
Germans during the Second World War in these lands. It is impossible
for the ] ews to forgetthis.

She plants a palm tree that represents the

Palestinians there, and she wants this to be accepted by the Jews in
Poland. The place became a centre for protests. It became a centre for
all kinds of protests against the government. An artist performs her arr
in order to capture the difference. ]oanna's characteristic

is to produce

art that captures social problems. It is like you live in a place with hea~
air pollution and you do not know anything of dean air. You realise
air is polluted only when you breathe in the clean air. The situation

WE;

quite similar: ir is difficult to see the social problems, if you are alrea .
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living in those problems.
Furthermore,

An outside observer can see them clearly.

Joanna is an artist who is geared to do this. When I saw

what she had captured

with the script written

realised that this was a conscious
be softened

for social acceptance.

fully implemented,
problems

in the former alphabet,

I

choice. But I told her that it needed to
If what this lady had in mind was to be

we could have faced a serious political

and an issue that would be discussed

rupture,

social

at the nationalleve!.

I was

worried if such a case would benefit or harm the city we are living in. Of
course, it is not at al! easy to explain to a foreigner
emerge from your own cultural background.

the problems

that can

Words are not enough. You

need other things. You need to be able to feel it. I brought

up my worries.

Yet, my worries were not at al! taken into account, They came back again
with another
Mountain.

project proposa!.

There is a place in Konya called Takkeli

It is a place visible from al! parts of Konya. She was thinking

writing a poem in the Arabie alphabet
governor

of the city, I was apprehensive

such a project would cause nationwide,

on the face of the mountain.
about the possible conflicts

that

and its possible interpretations

because of some of the past events in Turkish political

history that took

place in Konya. I tried to explain this for a couple ofhours

to David

[Codling]

with carefully chosen words. I told him that we could not

undertake

such a project and that it would create serious conflicts

divergence
captured,

among different

of

As the

and

social groups. I can see what the artist had

What we cali the Script Reform here in Turkey represents

cultural break. The gaze of an outsider

a

can see this much more clearly,

we cannot see it as clearly because we are already living it. When you
go to the mosque, visit historical
see a different

alphabet,

monuments,

and in the old books, you

and there is a new alphabet

today. A foreigner

sees this break, sees it much more clearly when compared

to us, and in

a way, criticises it. Or she wants to make it a part of art. This is actually
what Joanna is doing. She sawa cultural transformation.
pass a negative or positive judgemenr
observation.

I do not want to

on this. I am saying this jusr as an

There is a break. Some would see this as a positive break,

some as negative. This would produce

another

break. In the end, we are

state officials, not artists. We have to think about the consequences.
went through

this kind of a process of persuasion.

possible to make something

We

In the end, it became

that did not cause the artists to give up
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on her sensibilities and the current project emerged. The writing is in
Ortoman, Ortoman in Latin script, German and Turkish. There are four
different narratives there. This narrative was not fully understood

by

the people of Konya as intended by the artist. Of course, when l say the
people ofKonya, l do not mean a single entity, There were thousands
who understood

the message very well, and could internalise ir. There

were others who were questioning

it and asking, "Why was this written

this way?" But the work generated criticism mostly from the visually
impaired. Here is what they were saying, "I am visually impaired, how
will I know that there is a pool here?" or "There are no warnings that
would keep me away from that pool. l might slide and falI in to it." There
were protests around the pool, but Joanna likes protests around her arts
activities, Hence, to a certain extenr she realised her aim. That is to say,
her aim was to create a space for protest. But the prorests were not about
the idea embodied in the artwork, but towards the implementation

of the

artwork.
Various political groups organised protests against this, Then the
disabled made their staternents there. Many newspaper columnists
criticised not the idea presented, but the implementation

of the art. Two

major criticisms were voiced. One was directed towards the Mayor's
Office, and it was:, "There was one square in Konya where people could
walk comfortably, and you allocated this square for this purpose," The
other criticism was: "What kind of an artwork is this that no warnings
we re placed for the disabled in an age of affirmative action? Why did
rhe artist not show such a sensitivity?" Still, since it was put there, there
we re people around it every hour of everyday looking at what it was.
Konya is one of the cities in Turkey with a sturdy tourism industry. For
instance, las t year, in 2010, about 460,000 foreign and 1.5 million local
tourists visited the city. There are about 2 million people who come to
visit Rumi every year. This project did not become one of rhe tourist
destinations.

Since its installation

in September, around 600,000 visitors

came to Konya. But the site was not included in the tourist excursion
route. The tourist guides do not know about it, For instance, you take the
tourists to the sculpture of the Brementown Musicians. It's a very simple
sculpture, but they sti!l take the tourists there. It is one of the destinations
for tourists. You pay the price and go see such plac es. Or in Holland,
there are places you go and see. In Italy, it is the same. People did not
perceive that it (Joanna's art work) has a cultural significance, that it has
a meaning and this meaning is in lin e with Konya's international
I do not quite understand

this lack of perception.

vision.

Hence, despite the

fact that it is a work that represents Konya, Konya's values, the values
of Rumi such as tolerance and love, Konya failed to integrate it into its
cultural atmosphere.

At the moment, we (as the Governor's Office) are
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not making any interventions:

we are trying not to stir the social tensions.

But in March, we will undertake a substantial project on tourisrn. We will
eonduet an in-depth scientific srudy. Through that work, I will try to
explain to people in the tourism industry that this project is an integral
part of rhe ciry's culture. With the help of people in the culture industry, I
will try to ren der this work one of the tourist destinations.

If this happens

to be the case, and people come and start taking its pictures and show an
interest in it-for instance, if it turns into one of those trees rhat people tie
pieces of cloth around, then it will be rnore in line with what joanna had
in mind. At the moment, it is a place from which we keep our distance.

What are your observations about the inception and the implementation

of the project?

We always make the same mistake, We have a culture that tries to
finish things while still making them. There is a saying that goes like,
put together everything relevant about an issue and leave the rest out.
We need to adopt a perspective that would include all of the necessary
elements and leave out everything that is unnecessary. The project team
was not put together in this manner.

Is this the reason why the pool does not have water in it at the moment?

In winter, the water freezes. The frozen water kind of spirals inwards.
When the sun shines on it, it looks truly stunning. I asked Joanna if she
had intended for this, and she replied that she herself did not know about
it, but found it beautiful, It adds further depth to the whole thing. But
in order for the municipality to get it running again in the right season,
some strong support is required. The Association for the Disabled needs
to be persuaded. It requires positive propaganda.
This problem about the disabled should have been foreseen and
included in the project. Of course, this should have been done in a
manner that would have incorporated

rhe sensibilities of the artist. The

artist wanted this pool to be accessible. She wanted the people to be able
to com e near the water and stand by it, Hence the original project does
not have any barriers, Yet the absence ofbarriers

creates a problem, not

one that could not be overcome though. Perhaps it could have been built
in a slightly elevated fashion. I think Joanna needs to come here again,
and we need to tell her about the problems and ask for her suggestions
towards a solution.
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Ras the Governor's Office worked with an artist before, or collaborated
with an artist?

No, not the Governor's Office, but the Municipality

did. There are

works that have been done with sculptors right next to the Governor's
Office. There is something

else in the Culture Park, in a place caUed ~ato

Forum. There is a sculpture there. It is a place around Alaeddin. There
is a beauriful sculpture there. Konya is a conservative place; people don't
like sculptures very much. Yer, all of these are a testament

to the fact

that social prejudices are much less rigid than they are assumed to be.
There are no oppositions

towards these works. People have their pictures

taken in front of them. My personal opinion is that this work should
continue to be rhere. It is tremendously

aesthetic and it embraces the

artistic spirit and rebeUion. The people of Konya should get to know it,
and rnoreover, people visiting Konya should get to know it. If there were
problems and troubles, we should assume that we have contributed
them as well. When something

to

is not going well, aU rhe parties involved

are responsible. Ir is our joint responsibility.

2 February 2011
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Bekir Sahin

Direetor oj Konya Regional
Manuseript Library

Would you introduce

yourself?

My name is Bekir Sahin. I was bom in Kadinham,
primary

and middle schools in Kadmharu,

Selcuk University's
assistant principal

Theology

departrnent.

and principal

Konya. I went to

and graduated

from Konya

I served 10 years as a te ach er,

in various schools around Turkey. In

1997, I became the director

ofBurdur

been serving as the director

of the Konya Regional Manuscript

also have positions
president

Public Library. Since 2002, I have

at various non-governmental

organisations

Library. I
such as the

of the Konya branch of the Turkish Writers Association,

representative

of Professional

Organisation

and Artistic Works (iLESAM)

and a member

Association.

ofthe

Board ofDirectors

ofTurkish

Monuments

of Editors,

as well as a writer for the Konya Encyclopaedia,

I am ais o a member

off rwo years ago. I have made presentations
international

symposiums.

I have published

Konya

of Authors ofIntellectual

of the Board
which starred

in various national

I write for various newspapers

and

and magazines.

six books.

I first heard about this project through
Then the project coordinators

Adem Seles and Yasin Aktay.

came to visit our library. They said they

were go ing to shoot a short film in the library. Since this was a cultural
project, we were more than happy. The world is ridden with wars today;
our biggest hope is to achieve peace. Cultural bridges are crucial in
establishing

world peace. As opposed

we are faced with cultural boundaries,

to geographical

boundaries,

today

and I believe that for humanity

to achieve future peace, arts and culture events need to become more
widespread.

Though

we couldn't

we could. It was very significant

do much, we stil! tried to provide what
for the project to contain

because libraries are the coUective consciousness

a library

and the centres of

knowledge.

EspeciaUy if this is a manuscript

the present

and carries the present to the future. These libraries are where

you fin d primary
Nowadays,
research.

sources of works in every language,

aU researchers

prefer to consult primary

religion and culture.
sources for their

If one is going to write about his tory or science, it is imperative

to go to these libraries. Thinking
of six civilisations
established

library, it brings the past to

about the fact that Konya is the capital

- in fact the first city where the first civilisation

- the project becomes significant

was

in that respect as well.

Konya was the capital of the Seljuks, and Konya saw rhe first urbanisation

1
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movement with civilisations living here under one roof, people from all
religions and lands were invited here, and a Konya school was formed.
Unfortunately

not many people know about this Konya school in the

world today. During that period and the periods following it, Muslims
and non-Muslirns lived side-by-side in Konya, and their sweet memories
lead us to the path of world peace and solidarity.

When they told you about the project, what did you think ofJoanna's
views about different languages co-existing

in one book, in one place?

What kind of an effect did this have both in the book, and in the square
in the middle of daily life?

In our culture, language is referred to as "mother's milk," Language for
us is as sacred as our flag. Today people are faced with at least three
languages: narive language, culturallanguage

and officiallanguage.

We

can never overlook any one of these. People have to use al! three of these
languages in different occasions. It is considered shameful to say, "My
officiallanguage

is this, and my native language can not be used in the

official language," Our culture has always given freedom to these three
languages. Today the world needs exacrly that, When we look back at
the Ottoman rule, we see that languages have always survived. In Seljuk
and Ottoman histories, language was never used as a tool of oppression.
For instance, Persian was the dominant language in rhe Seljuks. The
Ottomans

used Ottoman Turkish but other languages we re also easily

accepted. What comes to the foreground in this project is the mixture
of different languages and alphabets. Moreover, language is a to ol of
communicarion.

People should be able to express themselves freely in

their own language. The pool in the centre ofKonya acquires another
meaning with the language, and the water in the pool reflecting its clarity.
Bringing the pool together with languages must be the symbol of our
hopes for today and for the future.
Unforrunately,

in our country there have been some problems with

this culturallanguage.

Inevitably, states collapse and other states take

power. Initially, rebelling against this culturallanguage

may be a good

thing. But now, the republic is established and strong. Today, intel!ectuals
study the Ottoman language. Nobody wants to have the embarrassment

1
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of not being able to read his grandfather's
else translate

tombstone

or have someone

a rnarryr's letter from the past. In today's Greece, next to

Greek writing you will also find Latin. In Russia, next to Russian you'Il
find English. Again, in Israel you'Il see road signs in different
different

languages.

language,

alphabets,

The people of the world want to protect their native

culturallanguage

and officiallanguage

all the same.

So what did Joanna's book bring to your library? It is an unusual book for
this library. It's not only an artist's book, but a book of an artist that is
not from Konya ...

FromJoanna's

point ofview,

it may be a first. But from our point ofview,

it's not at alI. For us, it was a contemporary
in the library written in different

sibling of all the other books

languages,

but it was the forgotten

one.

Its siblings were all l 00, 200, 300 years old, and this one was a young,
fresh sibling. For instance, we have a l,200-years-old
written on łeather. In addition,
in Ottoman.
translations

In our library or in other manuscript
of philosophy

Greek, philosophers.
back a forgotten

This was a forgotten

and books

libraries, there are

books by famous Europeans,

and, especially

book and the project broughr

past. For many, it was a first, Because once you forget

sornerhing, it doesn't exist anymore.

The project was mostly remembered
through

Hebrew manuscript

there are various dictionaries

through

So we may ais o look at it as new.

the pool, not so much

the bo ok. Ras there been any discussion

about this new book

in the library?

People didn'r understand
at rhe forefront.

the library very well, and that's why it wasn'r

In fact,libraries

in our day are, unfortunately,

they deserve to be. The pool attracted
it had brought

a reaction

attention,

not where

but this was because

and caused debate, Certainly

everyone was

right and wrong in a way. just the fact that the project created so much
discussion

brought

it to the current agenda. And none of the discussions

were unconstructive

for the project. There were some fair arguments

about the disabled.

For me, it's even a privilege to get wet in that pool.

There are different

healing to ols in different

religions

Again, in some cultures, there is the ritual of drinking
and most of the cups have writings in different
of healing. We can even interprer
I want to give another

neighbourhood

languages.

we are writing about the

of Konya. The other day we went to a

in the centre called Ferhuniye,

to talk to a man of 105

years old. He was tal king about the neighbourhood.
were non-Muslims

They are to ols

the project in this way.

example. Currently

his tory of the neighbourhoods

and communities.
Out of a holy cup,

He said, "There

living there, too," Of course, this was a very new and
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important
building

information

for us. We also wanted to know who owned the

of the Turkish Writers Association

of. It's the neighbourhood

of which I'm the president

just norrh of Alaeddin

where the Kultur Park

is, We were going to write about what communities
man continued

lived there. The old

with his story, "We had two non-Muslim

neighbours.

When they were leaving, they wanted to give us their chest box as a gift.
So my wife gave them one-and-a-half

liras. They refused. She insisted.

They refused, 'We can't accept that, that would be unjust,' This is a
conversation

between a Muslim and a non-Muslirn.

neighbourhood

cal!ed Sille [formerly

a village

Close to here is a

l. A man

that makes fedora

hats there is leaving the village and says to his neighbour,
these and send me the monel

The neighbour

'You can sell

sel!s al! the hats but he

can't find the other man's address to sen d him the money. Then he goes to
Mevlana Museum.

He says to his friends, 'I have something

to my non-Muslirn

neighbour,

that belongs

but I can't send it to him. What should I

do? Give me some advice,' and he gives the money to thern, So the men
in the museum take the money, - this is a true story, a quite recent one
- and buy paint to paint the church in Sille. Another
gold from his Muslirn neighbour

man borrows some

and says, "1'11send it back to you," Time

pass es and there is no gold coming from him, and rhe Muslim man gets
upset. He thinks, 'He was an honest man. Why d idn't he send it? I guess
I was wrong about him,' Just as he is saying this, a guest arrives. He says,
"I'rn so and so's son. Afrer my father left here, he became ill and died. He
told me, 'S on, I borrowed
quite late in returning

some gold from this man in Konya, and I am

it, add some more and take it back to him." The

gold comes back in a greater amount.

There are many stories like these.

These are actions that will contribute

to world peace. I think parts of

formai history will be remembered

by the new generations

as false history.

I hope there will be more projects like this and bridges will be built for
cultures to come together.
3 February 2011
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Adem Seles
Writer, activist

Would you introduce

yourself?

My name is Adem Seles, I graduated
Administration

department.

in non-governmental

from Hacettepe

I work in advertising,

organisations.

University's

For nearly 15 years, I have been

active in human rights. I am actively involved in a platform
foundations

and non-governmental

organisations

active for the las t 10 years. I am ais o a columnist

You have been to other
projects
What

cities and attended

in those cities. What
did people

say about

do you think

Public

and I am also active

aU the launch

formed by 80

in Konya that has been
in the daily Merhaba.

events for the

of the work that was done here?

it?

My vi ew about the European

Union projects is that to be beneficial

everyone, they have to be founded

upon mutuality,

for

]ust as we learn from

thern, they should also learn from us. I have travelled abroad and talked
to people, and even in my own country, I see this Orientalist

perspective

like, "We will go there and te ach thern, or they will come here and learn,"
We need to create a more equal platform
for both sides. Thar's what I thought
talk about globalisation
towards localisation,

for mutual exchange that is good

about the project. I think that all this

is just a big lie. I believe that we are going back

and certainly

diversity will be an advantage

during

this change. 50 what if everyone in the world learns to speak English?
Does that help anyone? Konya has its own characteristics
who Iives here, I have to protect rhese characteristics.
in Warsaw has to protect Warsaw's characteristics.

and, as a person

A person who lives
50 that when we get to

know each other, we can create a source oflife that is at once happy and
fuli of vitality. This diversity is a life source. For instance,
when Somalian

immigrants

I was happy

carne to Konya. Black people, dark-skinned

people, there was a great diversity. You see all kinds of people, tall people,
smali people, Even this was eye opening
on My City's website and I also published

for us. I wrote about the cities
these articles in my newspaper

column, so that the project could get some press. If people from Konya
could understand

or explain the projecr better, it would have had a much

bigger impact. Intellectuals

and more educated

groups understood

rhe

project, of course. But, when the public passed by the pool, they would
ask, "Why was this donej" Some blame the Municipality

for it, and
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others the Mayor. l really like the wark in Mardin;

the cinema left its

mark on the city. Even after years, the cinema will have a story. l liked the
way that they did something

with kids in Trabzon

in the process. Even l got something
l met the artist she hadn't understood
still very important.

and involved rhe pub lic

from the writing on the wall. When
my take on it, but this diversity is

From the sentence,

"The one who loves speaks the

truth, and laments injusrice," l made out the following meaning:

"The one

who is in apk, is also the one that plays saz and sings," We even came to
the meaning

of the word together

through

talking.

What kind of method do you think that Joanna could have used in order to
make the project more understandable

and spread it to a wider audience?

Joanna could have done some interviews
columnists;

with the local press or some

the project could have been explained

in a press conference.

You do paneis at the Municipality,

and the hall is filled with the

employees

from the Municipaliry.

The panel is at rwo o'clock in the

afternoon;

students

The Ottoman

are at school, public servants

language is important

have starred courses in Ottoman.

Translation

does not do justice to the

original, we know that. This was being emphasised
the ones in the Municipality,

the Cultural

Culture were not completely

informed

If they themselves

don'r understand

and workers are at work.

for Konya. In recent years, they

here. Honestly,

even

Centre and the Directorate

of

about why this was being done.

it completely,

how are they going to

explain it to the public ?

What did you think ofthe eonrenet
these kinds of initiatives.

Sometimes problems get ahead ofthe eontent in

At the end you might and up by not perceiving the work.

What does it mean for you to do this kind ofwork in Konya?

l observed

that an artist from outside can have a better perspective

some issues through

on

her unique vi ew. Even l, as a person who deals with

things like human rights and freedom,
the past had completely

had not realised how our ties with

been cut off after the Script Reform and that the

600-year history berween the Ottoman and the Turkish had been erased
just like that, and that it had become incomprehensible.

The official
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ideology of the Republic has been leaning towards this direction for many
years, and you eventual!y internalise it. In that sense, I think the work
has opened many new horizons. No matter how much we think we are
rebel!ing against it, official ideology makes us internalise certain taboos
and prohibitions

as natura!. In fact, even the opposing voices are not free

of this internalisation.

For me, this was a good learning experience.

Whatever anyone says, Konya is different from al! other cities. It is set
upon a background
nexr to

i~Bank,

of religion. For example, the Municipality

built a park

with water fountains and al!. They put sculptures of kids

playing there. Even though I'm a religious person and have reservations
about sculpture, I liked it, It looked like some of the sculptures I had seen
in the United States. Even this sculpture stirred up debate here, "What
are these sculpture doing in the middle of the city?" Thar's how Konya
isoYet, if this project had been explained better, it would have received
more reaction. For instance, there is no sign explaining rhe wark. People
ask, "What does this Ottoman writing meanr" If they put a summary of
the text and a short description

of the work, it will spread like an urban

legend. Thirty thousand people pass by here, maybe rhree of them will
read it. But the nexr day, through word of mouth, it will reach a thousand
people. People would have owned it even if they had written something
along the lines of"No translation
understand

is as good as the ariginal text. To

this text properly, you need to learn Ottoman. To understand

your 600-year history, you need to learn Ottornan," To make this point,
the artist Joanna wrote the text in Ottoman, Turkish and German. In
terms of the location of the work, blind people have a point that they
can't see it. Even those who aren't blind hardly notice it. Also this is the
spot where al! people pass by, or wait for the bus, or gather for political
ral!ies and protests. It's been an empty space for years and now al! of a
sudden a pool appears there, and a few people know why it was put up
there.
2 February 2011
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Detail from Walter Benjamix z
Konya. 2010. Photo: Murar .I.
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Veli Ozagan
Association Jor Protection

oj tbe Visually

Impaired for Common Good,
Konya Branch

Could you please briefly introduce

yourself?

My name is Veli Ozagan, I am the chair of the Konya Branch of the
Association

for Protection

of the Visually Impaired

Our branch is also a member

for Common

Good.

of the Executive Board of the Federation

of

the Visually Impaired.

Can you please describe us the square that the project is place d on?

Hukumet

Square is used for political

rallies during election times and

it is also a place where public city buses begin and end their routes, It is
a place where Vakifbank
much-used

and other major banks are located,

transit route for the city residents.

and also a

The pool for the project is

located right at the centre of this square, and hence it causes problems.

Or

if the pool was located in a com er, or a less central place, we still would

._----..-~,---------~~~_=r=
~~
.....

not have paid any attention

to ir on account of the fact thar it would not

be on our way. We would prefer that the needs of the pedestrians
taken into account,

much used by the pedestrians.

:~~~~

a square for political

we re

especially when such a project is lecared in a place
Our Metropolitan

Mayor stated that this is

raIlies, and hence the pool was going to be covered

during the election campaigns.

Has there been another case of a work of art causing problems in Konya before?

As the visually impaired,

we are not interested

in its form, shape ot what

it is made of, as we can't see it. What we say in general is that there should
not be any barriers that would prevent our mobility

and safety in the

places that we use. Now they began to place billboards

on the sidewalks

and we have begun to work against this issue as well. The misplaced
garbage cans, billboards,

trees, polls, signboards,

or the things that the

shop owners put in front of their shops all cause problems
think, in Turkey, pedestrians

for us. I do not

are taken into account when projects are

made.

2 February 2011
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An image of a platform prepared in
advance of che projecr's inaugurarion
in order to cover che Walter Benjarnin
in Konya pool and not obstruct public
meetings and demonstrations
which
take place in che square.
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lNTERVlEW
YasinAktay
Prof. Dr., Selfuk University
Sociology Department

Could you please introduce yourself?

I am a faculty member in the Sociology department

in the Faculty of

Literature at Selcuk University. I have been living in Konya for the past
19 years.

What was your role in My City project? Whatwas your experience like?

I was invited to help the artist who was going to work in Konya, to
find an assistant for her and provide consultancy. I tried to help her
as much as I could. I introduced

her to a graduate student of mine. I

had a chance to learn about the project and its unfolding both from
my student who had become the artist's assistant, and from the artist
herself whom I met from time to time. Since our areas of interest
were overlapping, I had a lot to share with the artist. I can say that we
had very good discussions about language, art, social philosophy and
interpretative

experiences. Joanna had very interesting observations

regarding Konya, and she was comparing these with her own country
and other countries in the Middle East that she had visited. Her insights
were original and inspiring. For instanee, her insights on the formation
of public sp ac es and the appropriation

of public spaee in Konya were

very different from the commonly assumed interpretations.
her to overcome communieation

when her work required interaction

with the loeal administration.

mediation between the artist and the local administration
about translating
reeonciliation

I also helped

problems with the local administrators
This

was not just

between rwo different languages but required the

of different eultural backgrounds.

Howwould you define public space in Konya? Can you describe the different
usages ofpublic space here? How do the people ofKonya experience arts and
cultural productions

in public space?

The concept of public space is a fairly eontroversial issue in Turkey. The
debate over where public spaee begins and ends is intertwined
debate over individual rights and the restrictions

with the

that should or could

be placed on them. Henee, at firsr sight it seems difficult to offer a elear
analysis on the ways in which public space is experienced. Still we can
say that compared to other ciries, people are more conservative in public
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spaces in Konya. Tacitly accepred rules are strictly followed in such spaces. As to
works of art in public spaces, there is a set of specific practices
in Turkey as an Islamie country. Sculptures

and preferences

are not a favoured form of art.

People would demand

a well-designed

spaces. The aesthetics

of sp ac es around the mosques historically

garden or an architectural

an integral part and parcel of the worldviews
many architecturally

significant

historical

of the people of Konya. There are

mosques. Traditions

guarded in these spaces. Musie is performed
and com mon places, and it facilitates

work in public
have become

are carefully

within the Rumi tradition

and enables socialisation.

Streets and

avenues are lively life spaces. In this sense, there are a lot of common
enable neighbourhood

and other forms of long-terrn

city boasts a very established

a chair in front ofhis/her

relations.

culture of neighbourhood.

else that Joanna keenly captured.

Different

in houses

spaces that

In this sense, the

There is something

from rhe West, somebody

can put

home or shop and, by sitting on that chair, can turn

that space which essentially

is public into his/her

and ease in the appropriation

private space. This comfort

of space ties into the perception

of the stare in

Turkey. In the West, rhe stare looks invisible but it acrually is very dominant
protecting

property

such practices.

and hence, it would not be easy for Westerners

Because of this, in the west, common

and neighbourhood

in

to engage in

spaces continue

to decrease

culture carmor develop.

What is the significance of Walter Benjamin

in Konya project for the city? How do

you evaluate this project in relation to public space practices in the city?

This project involves rhe building

of an architecturally

original pool in one

of the most favoured and busiest squares in Konya, which is surrounded
series of historical
has the potential

mosques. The quotation

in Ottoman,

to trigger all kinds of different

by a

first and foremost,

interpretations

and myths for

the people of Konya. Even on the day of the opening of the pool, loverheard
a few different

interpretations

that were being voiced which would not even

have crossed the artist's mind. The work provokes
dialogical

translation

berween different

processes.

languages

Ir points rowards rhe difficulries

rimes. There is no prederermined

meering would end in. Where rhe quoration

rhe land ofRumi

on the nature of
of rranslarion

and also aims ar bringing people rogether

lived and are living in different

such a place of elusiveness.

reflections

from Benjamin

This is a very meaningful

who had once said, "Whatever

who have

point that this

rakes you is exactly

choice for Konya. This is

you say, your words mean as

much as rhey are heard by rhe Iisterier," a Rumi who has tried to he ar the story
of the reed torn from irs reed bed through
who has produced

his work in Persian on Turkish

thar rhis work will contribute
parallei meanings

rhe sound of a reed flute, a Rumi
speaking

territories.

to rhe culture of rhe city and motivate

I believe
a series of

and images.
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